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terrace awning

Solid design with heavy-duty
folding arms, anti-corrosive chain
and powerful springs, which
enable excellent fabric tension.

an optional arm bracket with
pitch control allows you to angle
the awning for maximum shade
comfort whatever the height of

the sun. ibiza can also be equipped
with an aluminium hood or semicassette to protect the fabric from
the elements.

R

Operation
External operation with crank as standard. Optional
motor control for both external and internal operation.
The motor can have automatic controls such as remote
control or sun and wind sensors.

Installation
Optional arm brackets with
pitch control provide maximum
shading comfort

The awning can easily be installed directly on to the wall
or under the eaves. Flexible roof brackets available for
angled roofs.

Folding Arms
Heavy-duty folding arms equipped with chain connection
for superior strength and durability. The chain over both
the elbow and arm brackets improves stability. Heavyduty springs provide excellent fabric tension.

Heavy-duty folding arms with
chain connection for superior
strength & durability

For maximum shading comfort, the optional arm bracket
with pitch control allows stepless adjustment of the
projection angle between 5° and 40°. The angle is
adjusted by rotating the eyelets with the crank.

Components
The selection of anti-corrosion and highly durable
materials allows us to offer you a comprehensive

Optional aluminium hood protects
the fabric from the elements

warranty. No maintenance required.

Dimensions
Projection: 1.25, 1.75, 2.1, 2.6, 3.1, 3.6m
Maximum width: 6.0m per unit
Series connection up to 15.0m with motor
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ibiza

Optional aluminium semi-cassette
protects the fabric from the elements
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